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1. Introduction
This letter describes some ongoing work that uses the symbol manipulator MACSYMA to
write FORTRAN subroutines which are incorporated into a large finite difference code that
is used to solve boundary value problems for elliptic partial differential equations. The
boundary value problems model the steady state of certain physical devices such as the
electric field in a laser cavity or the flow around a blade in a turbine . The devices that
interest us are those that occupy a fairly complicated region in three-dimensional space
or, at best, have sufficient symmetry so that they can be modelled using a complicated
two-dimensional region . The partial differential equations that are used to model the
physics of the device are called the hosted equations. The hosted equations tend to be
rather simple non-linear elliptic equations . However, our methods will apply to the most
complicated hosted equations . The problem is complete when appropriate boundary
conditions are specified: These problems are difficult to solve because of the complicated
geometry of the region .
2. Overview of the Problem
Several important approaches to solving such problems are based on finding a change
of coordinates that maps the given physical region into a rectangular region in logical
space, Such a coordinate change then generates a grid in the physical region that
corresponds to a rectangular grid in logical space . This approach now has a long history
that is referenced in the papers listed below . Once such a transformation has been found,
the hosted equation and the boundary conditions are transformed to the new coordinate
system and then standard finite difference methods are applied to solve the problem .
These numerical methods are described in our papers . What we will describe here is how
a symbol manipulator is used to generate the FORTRAN subroutines that are used by the
finite difference codes .
The regions that interest us are so complicated that it is often impractical or impossible
to find an analytic change of coordinates that transforms the region to a rectangular
region. Historically, practitioners in this area have used finite difference approximations
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to a system of elliptic equations to numerically compute a coordinate change . Except in
the simplest of cases, the equations used are considered rather ad hoc and the parameters
used to control the grid in the physical region have no clear geometric meaning . In spite
of this, these methods have been used to solve many important problems . Some of our
early work has been based on these ideas .
More recently, variational methods have been introduced as a way of determining the
transformations. The idea is to require the transformation to minimise a linear
combination of integrals where each integral is used to control a geometric property of
the grid. Integrals that control the smoothness of the grid spacing, volumes of the grid
cells, and the angles between the grid lines are now routinely used . In some simple case,
the variational methods are closely related to the elliptic equation methods . Our current
work is based on what we believe to be an improved variational formulation .
3. The Need for Computer Symbol Manipulation
The need to use a symbol manipulator arises at several points . First, since the
transformation is not known analytically, the hosted equations must be transformed to a
general, not necessarily orthogonal, coordinate system . To indicate the complexity of this
problem we note that the Laplacian in three dimensions, when transformed to a general
coordinate frame, contains 1611 terms in fully expanded form, This is the simplest
equation of interest! It turns out to be important, from an efficiency point of view, not to
use the fully expanded form . In any case, MACSYMA is used to compute the transformed
hosted equation . Then MACSYMA is used to compute the finite difference form of the
hosted equations . MACSYMA then uses this information to write a FORTRAN subroutine that
describes the finite difference form of the hosted equations . The variational methods
produce differential equations, similar to the hosted equation, for determining the grid in
the physical region . MACSYMA is also used to compute the finite difference form of these
equations and then write a subroutine that describes these equations . These subroutines
are combined with a finite difference equation solver, resulting in a code that can be used
to solve the hosted equation .
4. The Symbol Code
When we want to create a code for studying some physical model, we must first decide
what variational integrals will be used to determine the grids. This decision requires some
understanding of the physical problem and experience with the existing grid generation
codes. Once this decision has been made the computer takes over . The integrand of the
variational integral is given to a set of MACSYMA programs that converts the integral into
the subroutine required by the elliptic equation solver . The elliptic equation solver is
recompiled to incorporate the new subroutine. The numerical code is then ready to
produce plots of both the grid and the solutions of the hosted equations ; the results of the
numerical computations are then used to make decisions about the design of the physical
device .
Let us be a bit more precise about what the symbol code does . The MACSYMA code
requires as input the dimensions of logical and physical space, two lists of variables, one to
be used in logical space and one to be used in physical space, and the integrand of the
variational integral . The integrand can be any function of the logical variables, the
physical variables, and the first derivatives of the physical variables with respect to the
logical variables . The output of the
MACSYMA
code is a complete FORTRAN subroutine,
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The MACSYMA code contains several steps . The first step is to calculate the Euler
equations for the integral . This is done by taking functional derivatives of the integrand
and this, in turn, involves several integrations by parts . The Euler equations, which are
typically second order partial differential equations, are then converted to finite difference
form, typically by using centred second-order differences . The coefficients of the finite
difference equations contain expressions that involve the coordinate transformation and
its first derivatives which must be transformed into suitable FORTRAN notation . As these
computations proceed, MACSYMA collects the information needed to write the FORTRAN
subroutine. In the final step, MACSYMA writes the subroutine; to assist anyone daring
enough to try to read the subroutine, MACSYMA produces a file containing all formulas
written in a two-dimensional format that is easier to read than the FORTRAN code .
5. Discussion
We may have made all this seem a bit easier than it really is . If we introduce a new
variational integral, then we expect to have to change both the MACSYMA code and the
elliptic equation solver to accommodate the new information . However, these changes are
usually minor . Recently we decided a new variational integral showed some promise of
being simpler than one of the integrals that we were using and still being capable of
controlling the property that interested us . Less than 24 hours later, we were presenting,
in a local applied mathematics seminar, graphs of grids generated using the new integral .
Incidentally, the idea worked! In fact, the MACSYMA run was straightforward and much of
the time was used in transferring the subroutine over telephone lines and fixing up the
solver so that it would run on a small workstation . Without the symbol manipulation
technology this project would have taken several weeks .
The symbol manipulation technology is essential because the hosted and Euler
equations can be very complicated . In the case where the variational integral is used to
control grid spacing in two dimensions, the Euler equations can be easily derived by hand
and the resulting subroutine can be easily hand coded . Both the algebra and coding for
the integral that controls the angle between grid lines in three-dimensional space are
probably impossible to do by hand .
The MACSYMA code being used is version 309 .1 released by Symbolics, Inc . It is being
run on a VAX 11/780 running UNIX with the Berkeley 4 .2 enhancements . The machine
has 4 megabytes of main memory . The maximum virtual job size is 6 megabytes, 3 . 3 of
which is used for the MACSYMA object code leaving about 2 .7 megabytes of data space .
Short jobs are run interactively while longer jobs are run as low priority background
processes. The machine is reasonable loaded during the day and lightly loaded at night .
We have experienced no difficulty in running MACSYMA under these conditions .
Here is some data on running various jobs . The problem name tells what property of
the grid is being controlled, the dimension variable is the geometric dimension of both
logical and physical space, the cpu time is given in minutes and seconds, and the memory
variable is the number of 1024 byte blocks of virtual memory used .
Problem Dimension cpu time Blocks
Smoothness 1 1 :20 3296
Smoothness 2 2 :27
3310
Smoothness 3 4 :37 3348
Volume 2 4 : 34 3343
Volume 3 50 :28 3607
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The previous data is for the simplest possible versions of the variational integrals . The
smoothness control is particularly simple in our formulation . The volume control is
substantially more complex . We have computed with several generalisations of these
properties; some of the more interesting examples use many cpu hours and cause
MACSYMA to run out of memory. We could increase the virtual memory allocated to
MACSYMA but the resulting FORTRAN subroutines would be very complicated and
consequently would run slowly . We prefer to reformulate the mathematics and the
MACSYMA code so that the resulting FORTRAN code can be run on large microcomputers .
We note that we do not describe these problems as intermediate expression swell ; the
formulation of the variational integrals can be done in a few lines, so the input to the
problems is small. However, the resulting codes are at least as large as any intermediate
expression; we do not have the results of our computations simplifying to expressions
that are much smaller than the largest intermediate expression .
Our ongoing research is devoted to several problems : finding new variational integrals
that will control important properties of the grid, generalising the MACSYMA code so that it
will handle all integrals that may be important, reorganising the way in which the
MACSYMA code generates its formulas so that we do not get such large expressions,
optimising the FORTRAN code so that it is both stable and efficient, and working out the
basic existence and uniqueness theory for, at least, the most commonly used variational
formulations .
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